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ABSTIWCT

This study of the kinematics of fracture of zinc

single crystals, made by deforming and examining the

crystals in stages, revealed that primary cleavage

generally began on the inert side of the kink plane

near the shoulder and tended to continue into the

s“houlder. Increasing the size of the shoulder relative

to the area of the actively slipping test section re -

pressed the tendency of the crack to continue into the

shoulder. This variation favored further deformation

of the test” section and thus increased the ductility of

the specimens.

This study also confirmed previous work, which

showed that orientation gradients, originally wrought

by constraints, and not twinning, cause brittle fracture.

This is true whether sectional area changes or twinned-

untwinned areas change.

—. —— — ——
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1. INTRODUCTION

Catastrophic failures of such things as gas reservoirs, bridges, Liberty ships,

and T-2 tankers have emphasized the need to uncover new and fundamental facts about

the low temperature embrittlement of metals. Certain metals become brittle at low tem-

peratures, high strain rates, or hydrostatic tensile stress states. Steels, in the prac-.
tical sense, are the most important metals in this group, but it was felt that a study of

zinc is quite useful, even in the solution of the steel problem, for the following rea–

sons: (1) both zinc and steel become brittle under the test or service conditions men-

tioned above, both metals twin, and both can fracture by cleavage; and (2) zinc is

readily obtained in reasonable purity, it is readily fabricated into single crystals, and

its transition temperature from ductile to brittle behavior under the usual testing con-

ditions is conveniently near room temperature.

The first progress report on this project 1 showed that the low temperature brit-

tleness of zinc is not due to a cessation of slip below a certain temperature. On the

contrary, slip is quite active, and it is its activity that induces low temperature brit-

tleness. Slip causes rotation of the crystal which in turn sets up orientation gradients,

adjacent to constricted and unslipped regions; these orientation gradients are accom–

rnodated by bend-planes at high temperatures and by cleavag~ at low temperatures.

Zinc single crystals generally slip on the basal plane (0001) in the 11~0 ~di-r7
rection2 and twin on the ( 10~2) plane by shear perpendicular to the ~2io] (irect;on. 3

.
As information, the initial orientation angle of the crystal, @O (Fig. la), is the

angle between the pole of the basal plane and the tensile axis. The bend-plane (Fig.

lb) is the plane between the two regions of crystal that have slipped by different

amounts. Primary slip is slip in the untwinned metal whereas secondary slip occurs

in the twinned portion of the crystal. Primary cleavage consists of cleavage on the

basal plane of the

basal plane of the

untwinned material and secondary cleavage takes place on the

twinned metal.
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The previous work under this project produced Fig. 2, which is an idealized

representation of ductility (reduction in area) as a function of orientation and tem-

perature for specimens shaped as shown in Figs. 3a and 3C. A description of the

specimen surfaces represented in Fig. 2 is summarized as follows:

The Ductile Plateau JSurface A): Specimens having the se orientations showed

100 per cent reduction in area at the temperatures shown, although various deforma–

tion processes contributed to the final re suit. Crystals with a starting orientation

in the range @o = O to 800 deformed by primary slip to a constant angle @f = 80°,

twinned and then failed by fibrous fracture; crystals with a starting orientation in

the range @o = 80 to 90°, however, twinned with little or no preceding slip before

secondary slip led to ductile fracture of the highly necked specimens.

The Brittle Floor Due to Secondary Cleavage (Surface B): At the lower test-—— —

ing temperatures, crystals within an initial orientation range go = 80 to’900 twinned

and cleaved on the basal plane of the twinned metal.

~ Transition Cliff (Surface C): The transition between ductile

behavior of crystals with go = 80° is represented as the cliff (C): this

and brittle

is actually

a simplification of the facts, as secondary cleavage can occur statistically at tem-

peratures as high as 75 C, and ductile fractures can occur at temperatures as low

as55C. The fractures were often of the mixed fibrous and secondary cleavage

types in this temperature range.

~ Brittle Zone (Surface D): The crystals in this zone deformed by primary

slip to a critical terminating orientation, ~f, twinned and then fractured by second-

ary cleavage. The primary slip that occurred before twinning and cleavage began

led to some reduction in area calculable by the equation,

a. _
Cos F.

— - Cos @f
af

where a. and af are the initial. and final cross-sectional areas respectively,

jdo and @f the initial and final orientations. The profile lines (d2) in Zone D

determined in this way.

(1)

and

were

—...— -..
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The Transition Cliff (Surface E); This range of temperature and orientation

is similar to Surface C in that failure of the specimen could be either ductile or

brittle, but the. range was displaced to lower temperatures as initial orientation

decreased. At 55 C, for example, crystals of high initial orientation are brittle,

whereas those in the range jifO= 40 to 60” are relatively ductile. Thus a crystal

whose orientation was initially greater than 800 would be brittle, while at the
.

same temperature one that rotated by primary slip from a lower value of @O into

the range of @o Z 80” would remain ductile. In this case, primary slip allayed

the ernbrittlement due to secondary cleavage.

The Primary Cleavage Slope (Surface F): In this region, the crystals

rotated by primary slip. The orientation gradient at the shoulder was accommo-

dated first by kinking and then by cleavage on the basal plane of the untwinned

crystal in the vicinity of the kink,

11. MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE

In the course of the investigation, a method of growing single crystals of

unusual shapes (Fig. 3) from 99.99 per cent pure zinc was developed. A poly-

crystalline zinc specimen was used as a pattern in an investment mold heated at

1000 F until the zinc melted. The mold was then removed from the furnace and

directional cooling was produced by a quenched copper rod acting as a chill. A

single crystal nucleated at the contact point of the zinc and copper and grew into

the rest of the melt.

To study the kinematics of fracture, a single crystal of zinc was pulled

in tension until deformation was visible. It was then carefully removed from the

fixture and placed in a rnicrocomparator where its silhouette was traced at a

tenfold magnification. Amy slip or kink plane lines made visible by a change in

the surface of the crystal were also drawn on the shadowgraph of the crystal.

-.
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The crystal was placed again in the fixture, deformed further,

made, This procedure was repeated until fracture occurred or

and a new shadowgraph

a desirable stopping

point was reached. The crystal was sectioned by cleaving with a razor blade at boil-

ing liquid nitrogen temperature to reveal the basal planes throughout. The silhouette

resulting from each such cleavage was drawn on the final shadowgraph. Crystals of

the shape of Fig. 3C were employed in this

specimens having varying orientations was

work because an ample supply of these

already available.

III . CASE HISTORIES

The kinematics of zinc single crystals prior to fracture were

using forty orientations and temperatures. The orientations and the

studied in detail

temperatures at

which the specimens were tested are located at points a, b, and c in Fig. 2. This

section reports on three specific case histories, describing in detail the behavior of

the specimen at each stage of the test. Figures 4-- 7 represent these stages graphi-

c ally. From the se case histories, i-t is to be noted that although the behavior of the

specimens varied in detail, certain general similarities could be seen.

Case History I (Fig. 4J

dashed

crystal

Fig. 4a pictures an undeformed crystal before it was tested at 45 C. The

lines represent the basal planes in their original orientation, @O = 53°. (This

woul,d be plotted on Surface A in Fig. 2.)

The second stage of the test (Fig. 4b) was begun usingEq, (I)

a. Cos go
.=—
af Cos @f

where a. is the original cross sectional area and a is the cross sectional area when
f

primary slip ceases. The slip lines (a) were calculated from the original orientation

and the reduction in, diameter of the shoulder (0. 300 to O. 289 in. ). In a similar mann-

er, slip lines (b) were calculated for the test section which was reduced in diameter
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from 0.180to 0.141 in. The bend-plane (c) was directly observed in pafl, as shown

by circles, and then extrapolated, as shown by the dots. The lower half of the

specimen was offset from the upper in respect to the longitudinal axis.

In stage c (Fig. 4c), a crack (g) appeared in the upper shoulder of the speci-

men. One slip line (d), a projection of the crack, was directly visible, as was the

bend-plane (e). Another slip line (f) was drawn parallel to the crack (g), and still

another (b) was calculated in a manner similar to that used for the slip lines in

stage b.

The section of the specimen immediately below the bend-plane (e) rotated

and slipped, causing the observed bend-plane (e) to pivot toward the slip line (d)

during the next stage (Fig. 4d). It was thought that while pivoting, the slip line (f)

bent into two segments (h and i). The se were obtained by drawing lines parallel to

the bottom face of the crack (g) and were divided by the bend-plane [j), constructed

from the discontinuity in the lower face of the crack (g) to bisect the ang.e made by

the two segments of the slip line (h and i). The bend-plane (c) disappeared from

view; this was consistent with the lessening of supposed angular difference between

the slip planes (b and i). As a result of these occurrences, the shoulder of the speci-

men protruded at (k). A lip (1) was produced where the shoulder meets the lower

face of the crack (g); this is denoted by the shading in Fig ~ 4d.

As the processes of stage d continued into stage e, the slip line was ob-

served to swing upward and thus indicated deformation and rotation in the shoulder

above the crack. Another slip line appeared (m), parallel to the one already visible

(d). The upper face (n) of the crack (g) bent and the sh”bulder peeled back (o). Two

more cracks appeared (p and q).

While stages d and e were maintained, the next stage began (Fig. 4f) with

a crack (p) extending toward the surface and propagating a slip line (r) together

with a small bend-plane ( S),, A smaller crack (q) developed a tiny bend-plane (t),

and a small crack (u) appeared in the lower head.
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In the final stage (Fig. 4g), further deformation produced twinning (v) and

secondary cleavage on the basal plane (w) of the twinned metal. The specimen

was cooled in liquid nitrogen and cleaved with a razor blade. Using the technique

described earlier, the basal planes were traced on the final shadowgraph. These

I revealed the bend-planes (x, y and z) meeting the crack (p) at points of discon–

tinuity. One bend-plane (aa) acco~nted for the bend (n) in the upper faces of the

I crack (g). Bend-planes (aa and z) permitted the shoulder (o) to peel back, while

the lip (cc) on the lower face of the crack (p) was formed in a manner similar to

1 the other lip (1). Bend-planes (old, ee, and
i

The total reduction in area was 54 per cent,

ff) appeared in the lower shoulder.

and the original crack (g) never grew

in length after it had been formed.

Case History II (Fiq. 5J

In stage a, this crystal had virtually the same initial orientation, @O = 560,

as the crystal of Fig. 4, but it was tested at 35 C instead of at 45 C. In Fig. 2,

it is located at (b).

IrI the second stage (Fig. 5b), as the specimen was pulled, a bend-plane

(a) became partly visible on the surface. A small crack (b) appeared as did the

slip line (c), which was a continuation of the crack. Slip pianes were not cal-

adated from the change in diameter, because no bend-plane was observed by

which the lower boundary of the slipped material could be constructed.

During the next stage (Fig. 5c), the crack (b) increased in size and sharp-

ness of outline. A bend-plane (d) was observed. The metal immediately above

(d) had rotated counterclockwise, so that the basal planes were almost vertical,

as shown by the lower left side of the crack (b).

The crystal twinned and failed by secondary cleavage (e) in stage d.

New cracks (f and g) appeared in the unslipped portion of the upper shoulder and

terminated at the bend-plane (h). A small crack (o) was visible in the lower test

section near the shoulder. A bend-plane (i) starting at crack (b) was visible.
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Sectioning of

shown by the

Case History—

.-

the specimen revealed numerous slip and bend-planes (j--n). Lips (as —

shading) also appeared upon sectioning.

III (Figs. 6 and ~— ——

The crystals in Figs. 6 and 7 were similar in orientation and tested at the

same temperature. In stage a, the starting orientation @O, of the crystal depicted

in Fig. 6 was 28° and that of the crystal depicted in Fig. 7 was 28.5°. Their test-

ing temperature was 45 Cj and they are plotted at c in Fig. 2.

The specimen of Fig. 6 was tested in tension during stage b until fracture

by primary cleavage occurred. The sections above the bend-plane (a) and below

(d) were undeformed, but the sections between (a) and (b) and between (c) and (d)

rotated considerably by primary slip. The section between (b) and (c) rotated rela-

tively little. Thus regions of slip alternated with regions of little deformation to

permit the elongation of the crystal. This is a manifestation of Andrade and

Roscoe’ S4 “geometric softening, “ which has been experimentally observed before
!5

in zinc, and is to be expected in tensile tests on crystals having low values of ~.

The specimen of Fig. 7 evidenced, very little deformation at stage b. The

slip planes were not calculated because bend–planes were not observed. A large

crack (a) as well as a minute crack (b) above the larger crack appeared near the

shoulder of the specimen during the next stage (Fig. 7c). As deformation continued

through stage d, the crack (a) opened further and a slip line (c) appeared along the

same basal plane as the crack (a). The rotation of the portion of the crystal just

below the slip line (c) opened the crack wider and permitted the specimen to elon-

gate. The rotated area is shown by sectioning in stage e. In this stage, little

additional tension was required to cause the crack (a) to extend across the crystal.

As the crack (a) spread, the surface near the crack held together and deformed be-

fore finally severing. The deformed portion (e) was in the form of a lip and gave a

cup-shaped appearance to the fracture surface of the lower crystal segment. Sec–

tioning revealed that this deformation extended into the crystal a short distance as

shown by the lip (e).

-.
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The crystals of Figs. 6 and 7 show in more detail that twinning is not the

cause of brittle fracture, because these crystals failed in a brittle manner when

twinning did not even occur. In each crystal described, rotation by primary slip

produced orientation gradients between the slipped and the unslipped regions.

If the orientation gradients could not be accommodated by kink planes or by kink

planes and partial cracks, then the crystal would undergo brittle fracture by pri-

mary cleavage. On the other hand, if the constraints were accommodated to per-

mit sufficient rotation of the basal planes, then twinning would occur at about

@f = 80°. The twins introduce constraints between the untwinned and twinned

metal. These new constraints must be accommodated or brittle fracture will re -

Suit ● By this reasoning, it is seen that what occurs in the twinned section is

merely a small scale repetition of what occurs in the crystal as a whole. Twin-

ning introduces no new process but merely introduces constraints.

Morton and Baldwin 1 suggested that if primary cleavage were eliminated

by some means such as rotating test grips, Surfaces A, D, and E of Fig. 2 would

be emended as shown in Fig. 8. Two approaches were attempted to achieve this.

In the first method, specimen grips employing gimbal rings (Fig. 9) were used to

permit rotation of the specimen heads in a manner similar to that proposed by
6Rosiq When the gimbal grips had rotated approximately 700, the sides of the

center section pressed against the specimen and restricted the free rotation of

the specimen heads. Thus the constraints were not eliminated and primary cleav-

age still occurred as shown in Fig. 10. These data on the gimbal grip tests fit

the curves of Figs. 11 and 12 for the O. 090-in. dia. , Ashoulde/A
test section

=11.1

specimens. Because of practical difficultiess, including the fact that the specimens

binded against the grips after limited rotation, this method was discontinued.

The second approach involved limiting the ability of a primary cleavage

crack to extend into the specimen shoulder. In Figs. 6 and 7, primary cleavage

began in the test section near the shoulder and extended through it. It was rea-
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FIG . 8: SUGGESTED COURSE TO FIG. 2 IN THE ABSENCE OF
PRIMARY CLEAVAGE INDUCED BY CONSTRAINT OF
SHOULDERS OR GRIPS.
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FIG . 9: TEMPERATURE CONTROL BATH SHOWING GIMBAL
GRIPS AND TESTED SPECIMEN .
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soned that, if the shoulder size were increased relative to that of the test section,

the stress in the shoulder and POSsibly the chance that the crack would penetrate

the shoulder would be lowered. This reasoning was based on the fact that the nor-

mal stress, acting to pull apart the basal planes to form a crack, varies inversely

with the area of cross section under the same applied load. Inasmuch as the cross-

sectional area (As) of the shoulder was 2.78 times that of the cross-sectional area

(AT-SO) of the test section (Fig. 3), halving the diameter of the test section (Fig.

3b) would give an area ratio of 11.1. In other words, the stress available to con-

tinue primary cleavage in the shoulder would be only one-fourth that of the preced-

ing series of specimen s., Therefore, a crack started in the test section would be

less likely to continue into the shoulder. This allaying of primary cleavage should

give increased ductility.

In order to achieve the increase in ductility suggested above, tests were

made on crystals with a smaller test section diameter but with the same shoulder

diameter (dia. = 0.090 in. , As/AT S = 11.1, L/D = 5). Elong~tion and contrac-
. .

tion in area are plotted in Figs. 11--13 as a function of the initial orientation for

such specimens. The solid lines show the ideal ductilities as computed by Eq. (1)

inserting
Cos go

Cos gf =
1+$ (2)

7
as given by Schmid and Boas where # is the elongation value. The dot-dash lines

represent primary cleavage. The transition zone where fracture may be either duc-

tile or brittle is represented by a shaded area in Fig. 12. Reduction in area values

may fall anywhere in this zone. Because the supply of low orientation crystals was

limited, some crystals exhibiting asterism in the Laue spots were used to complete

the curves. The values from these crystals are enclosed in parentheses in the

graphs.
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In Fig. 14, reduction in area is plotted as a function of temperature as de-

rived from data plotted in Figs. 11--13 for all crystals with an initial orientation

of j@80”. The shaded area is the ductile-to-brittle transition zone and occurs

at the same temperature range as that found by Morton and Baldwinl for their 5D,

‘#T S = 2.78 ratio.
. .

Fig. 15 compares reduction in area as a function of orientation of the 5D,

As/AT S = 11.1 ratio with the values obtained by Morton and Baldwin 1 for their
. .

5D, AS/AT S = 2.78 ratio. Reduction in area values for both s.eries when ~0 = 800
.0

corresponded closely, as would be expected from the preceding paragraph. In both

series, crystals of go = 70” rotated by primary slip, twinned, and fractured by

secondary cleavage to the same extent when tested at 5 C; at )? = 65°, however,
o

the As/AT S = 2.78 specimens failed by primary cleavage, while those with

11.1 twinned, failed by secondary cleavage, and showed greater duc-A~/AT S ~ “. .
tility. At @O = 67°, Morton and Baldwin’s crystals reached a ductility maximum of

18 per cent, but those of this report attained a maximum ductility of 50 per cent

when go = 55°. Thus the larger ratio of shoulder to test section area lessened the

primary cleavage range and increased the ductility over a large initial orientation

range. Similar behavior is seen in the results of tests at temperatures of 35,45,

and 55 C. Tests at high temperatures and low orientations would have been de–

sirable, but the supply of such crystals ran out.

In emending. Surfaces A, D, and E (Fig. 8) by allaying primary cleavage,

i. e. changing the conditions of constraint to permit more primary slip, it was dem-

onstrated dramatic all y that twinning itself is not a cause of brittle fracture, but

that the orientation gradients set up by the constraints determine the type of frac–

ture. The dotted line to the left (for As/AT S = 2. 78) represents the intersection
,.

of this suggested figure with the primary cleavage face (F) of Fig. 2. The dotted

line to the right (As/AT S = 11. 1) shows the intersection of the primary cleavage
r,.

face of the present data as plotted in Figs. 11–- 13. Surface E was lowered about
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I
1
I

10 C in temperature forthe As/AT S = 11.1 specimens, but this is within experi-
. .

mental error and can be ignored in the idealized drawing. At the same testing tem-

perature (e. g. 5 C), two crystals of identical orientation ($0 = 550) but different

constraints (in this case, As/AT S = 11.1 and 2.78 respectively) could have widely
. .

different degrees of ductility. The first crystal would slip, twin and cleave second-

arily and show greater ductility than the second crystal which did not twin but cleaved.

The higher ductility of the As/AT S = 11.1 specimens as compared with those
. .

of A~/A~ S = 2.78 appeared to be caused by the increased As/AT S ratio but might
● . . .

have been due to the size effect of the different test section diameters. To check

this, tests were started on crystals of double the head and shoulder diameters with

As/AT ~ ratios of 2.78 and 11.1. Table I is a summary of test specimen dimensions.
. .

TABLE I SPECIMEN DIMENSIONS

Test Section Shoulder Area of Shoulder Test Section Test Section
Area of Test Section Length

Diameter, in. Diamete$ in. (As/AT. Sc) Length, in. Test Section
Diameter

. 180 ● 300 2.78 . 180 ID

.180 . 300 2.78 . 360 2D

.180 . 300 2.78 .900 5D

.090 .300 11.1 .450 5D

.360 .6OO 2.78 1.800 5D

. 18(I 0600 11.1 0900 5D

1!

I
I
I

1

Fig. 16 shows. the results of the tensile tests on specimens .360 in. in diame–

ter with As/AT S = 2.78, (that is, double the size but of the same proportions as the
.0
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1

specimens in Fig. 3a). These data coincide with those obtained in the previous re-
1

port . The ductility (reduction in area) at fracture as a function of initial orienta-

tion and temperature is plotted in Fig. 17 for all A~/AT S = 2.78 crystals that
0.

broke by primary cleavage. Although further data are really needed here, it can

still be seen that the size differences did not noticeably affect the fractures by pri-

mary cleavage, inasmuch as the data for the two sizes coincide.

The paucity of points in Fig. 18 for specimens .180 in. in diameter with

As/AT S = 11.1 (twice the size of those in Fig. 3b) is caused by difficulties in
0.

successfully growing si,ngle crystals of this size and shape in the desired orienta–

tions. Further tests should be made for the results to be conclusive, but the few

results obtained do fit the data of the smaller sized but similarly shaped specimens

shown in Figs. 11 and 12.
1

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Kinematic studies show directly that primary cleavage occurs on the basal

planes on the non-slipping or inert side of a bend-plane. In the specimens used

here, the bend-planes are close to the shoulder and the cleavage runs from the

bend-plane into the shoulder itself.

There the cleavage crack may 1) stop, the crystal pivoting about the end,

of the crack by means of a system of bend-planes until the orientation of the test

crystal reaches @f, the critical orientation for twinning, at which point the crystal

twins, goes into secondary slip and finally breaks with 100 per cent reduction in

area; 2) stop, the crystal behaving as described above up to and including the

point of twinning, after which it cleaves by secondary cleavage; or 3) continue

acress the shoulder ending .in a complete fracture by primary cleavage.

Increasing the size of the shoulder relative to the area of the actively

slipping test section represses the third alternative and favors the first two, indi–

eating that propagation of the crack through the shoulder depends upon the magni–
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tude of stress there. This probably represents a geometric rather than a size ef-

fect, since a few tests made on geometrically similar samples of different sizes

produced the same re suits.

The inability of bend-planes to accommodate orientation gradients in zinc

when low temperature promotes the appearance of primary cleavage is of enormous

importance, for it at once gives a clue to why secondary cleavage appears. Sec-

ondary and primary cleavage both occur on the basal pIane, and they both occur in

regions adj scent to orientation gradients: primary cleavage in the shoulder, where

slip is restricted to the broader portion of the crystal, and secondary cleavage in a

twin band, where orientation gradients must develop adjacent to the twin boundaries

to maintain compatibility.
8

It is proposed, therefore, that secondary cleavage is

fundamentally the same as primary cleavage, differing only in the mariner in which

the orientation gradient that induces basal cleavage is developed.

The inability of bend-planes to accommodate orientation gradients as t em-

perature is lowered is of importance, too, in the case of polycrystalline specimens.

Here, orientation gradients are as numerous as the grains of the sample at hand,

since they are a common mode by which compatibility between the grains is ef-

fected.
9--16

If the gradients can not be accommodated by kinking, cleavage may

be expected to result, It is to be expected that the conditions for cleavage in dif-

ferent grains will be reached at different stages in a polycrystalline aggregate.

Homes and Gouzou
17

have shown by direct observation of the process, of fracture

that this is the case for zinc when it is below the transition temperature. It was

not until a large number of “premature” cracks had formed that rapid cleavage cut

through the remaining grains.

In order to discover the mechanism of low temperature embrittlement, the

mechanical behavior of single crystals must be more completely described and

understood. The work of this project has disclosed a number of interesting phe-
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.
nomena worthy of further investigation. An examination of the process of fracture

of a typical crystal presents some new questions. Cracks form, extend into the

crystal and stop; the remaining section of the crystal then rotates, elongates,

and withstands a greater stress than the original untracked section. Why should

this mysterious sequence of events often occur? What factors govern th’e””amount

of rotation prior to the appearance of the first crack? Is the amount of rotation

constant ? How much rotation occurs following the initial crack? What effect

does the manner of fracture have upon the degree of rotation? All of these ques-

tions are of basic interest in the study of the mechanism of low temperature em-

brittlement.

Using the same test section but varying the head size caused ductility

changes. The roles that orientation gradients and the stresses from orientation

gradients play should be studied in detail. Why rotation of the bend-planes

should cease below certain temperatures and what causes its orientation inde–

pendence are questions of utmost importance yet to be answered.

I
I

i
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